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The Office of Career Development will
host the Career and Graduate School Expo for
students and alumni to learn about graduate and
professional programs around the nation. The
fair is on Sept. 30 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in the Don Taft University Center Arena.
Representatives from over 90 employers,
graduate programs, graduate schools and
professional programs will have tables, where
they’ll hand out pamphlets, answer questions
and provide more information on opportunities
offered. The programs will cover a wide array
of academic and professional fields, including
medicine, law, education, art, psychology and
pharmacy.
Coordinator of Career Development Annie
Uzar said the purpose of Career Development is
to help students explore their career paths and
ultimately find success in their fields.
“The Career and Graduate School Expo
allows the office to provide a large number of
students with opportunities for success in one
event,” she said. “The expo allows attendees to
explore their career and graduate school options
in a welcoming yet professional environment.”

Find
a career at the expo on Sept. 30.
Caption
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Career Development’s lead Career
Ambassador of social media Chiara Brown,
junior elementary education major, said the expo
is a great opportunity to network with potential
employers land a dream internship.
“Even if students are not sure what they

want to pursue, exposure and connections are
always a great resource to have, and the expo
will provide students with plenty of chances to
do so,” she said.
According to Brown, it is important for
NSU to host the expo because, for some students

and alumni, it is the only chance they have to
network themselves.
“The expo makes students aware of the
many jobs that are out there that they may not
have been exposed to,” she said. “Our office has
tons of resources and connections, and the expo
is one of many.”
Students should bring an updated resume
and wear business professional attire to the
event. For any last-minute questions, the Office
of Career Development will hold a Career and
Graduate School Expo preparation event in the
Don Taft University Center pit on Sept. 29 from
noon to 1 p.m.
“Attendees can begin the networking
process, or continue existing relationships,
and work to understand what the next step in
their professional development will be,” Uzar
said. “This next step can be finding a job or an
internship or finding the right graduate program
to attend.”
For a full listing of representatives go to
nova.edu/career/career_fair.html. For more
information, email career@nova.edu, call 954262-7201 or visit nova.edu/career.
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Stay up to date with international events.
More than 700 killed in stampede near
Mecca
During the annual Hajj, the Islamic
pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca, at least
717 people were killed and 863 were injured
in a stampede in the city of Mina, which is
three miles from Mecca. Each year, millions
of worshippers travel from Mecca to Mina as
part of the rite, and this year, as travelers were
coming from each direction, chaos ensued.
This is the deadliest event to occur during the
Hajj in 25 years.
Colombian government and Farc to make
peace
Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos
and Farc leader Timochenko agreed to sign
a peace deal within six months in a meeting
facilitated by Raul Castro of Cuba. Farc, or
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of ColombiaPeople’s Army, was created in 1964 and is a
terrorist organization whose original goal was
to meet the needs and address the concerns
of the rural population. The Colombian
government has attempted to find peace with
Farc since Santos was elected in 2012, but Farc
has interrupted this process by violating ceasefire agreements.
Volkswagen admits to manipulating diesel
emissions tests in Europe
Volkswagen said it used the same falsified
tests in Europe as it did in the U.S., according
to Germany’s transport minister. The car
manufacturer said that it used a software to
manipulate emission test results in the U.S.,
and affected car models include the 2009 to
2015 Jetta, Beetle, Audi A3 and Golf and the
2014 to 2015 Passat. Diesel-fueled vehicles
are more popular in Europe than in the U.S.,
and the scandal has prompted German officials
to consider public prosecution while the

U.S. plans criminal investigation. The British
government is also setting up its own investigation
of car emissions and will retest suspect engines. It
called for the European Commission to conduct
a sweeping investigation in all of Europe. As a
result of the scandal, VW stocks have drastically
fallen, and CEO Martin Winterkorn resigned.
Porsche CEO Matthais Müller will take his place.
Al Jazeera journalists released by Egypt
Two Al Jazeera journalists, Mohammed
Fahmy and Baher Mohamed, who were jailed in
Egypt for false news broadcasting, were pardoned
by President Abdul Fattah al-Sisi. Fahmy, a
Canadian, and Mohamed, an Egyptian, were part
of a group of 100 prisoners who were released.
Anti-ISIS army chief found dead in Iraq hotel
Colonel Stephan Spoettle was found dead in
his hotel room in the city of Irbil, said the German
armed forces. Spoettle was a German army chief
in the U.S.-led coalition of forces against ISIS
and was the head of a German training unit in
northern Iraq. The German armed forces also said
there is no evidence that Spoettle took his own
life or that a third party was involved.
Suicide bombing in Yemen mosque leaves at
least 25 dead and 36 injured
ISIS announced that it was behind a suicide
bombing that left at least 25 dead and 36 injured
in Sanaa, Yemen’s capital, on Sept. 24. Two
explosions struck the mosque; the first hit the
exterior of the mosque, and the second was aimed
at the worshippers as they fled the building. The
United Nations said that since March 26, almost
5,000 people, about half of which were civilians,
have been killed in Yemen as a result of onground fighting and air strikes.
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Learn about taking your education abroad at
the Study Abroad Fair

By: Erin Herbert

The Office of International Affairs and
Study Abroad will host its bi-annual Study
Abroad Fair for students to learn about study
abroad and travel study programs on Oct. 8
in the Don Taft University Center Spine from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
The fair will include multiple study abroad
opportunities, insight into faculty-led programs
and information on scholarships and financial
aid.
Study abroad experiences are programs
offered through the university and allow
students to pursue educational opportunities in
other countries for an extended period of time,
while earning credits toward their respective
major at NSU.
Students will be able to meet with
representatives from the Office of International
Affairs and Study Abroad, the Office of Student
Leadership and Civic Engagement and Broward
College to get more information on the study
abroad and international volunteer experience
programs available in the area.
In 2013, over 289,000 American students
participated in study abroad programs for

credit, according to the National Association
for Foreign Student Advisers, and the number is
growing every year.
Alejandra Parra, associate director at the
Office of International Affairs, believes that
studying abroad is both a professionally and
personally rewarding experience.
“Professionally speaking, studying abroad
gives you that edge,” Parra said. “Personally
speaking, studying abroad gives you the
experience of getting to know yourself, getting
to know your potential and getting to know
what you can endure. It shows you how you can
perform in moments of stress or when you’re
totally alone and have to fend for yourself.”
The Office of International Affairs and
Study Abroad currently offers academic study
abroad programs in every continent. The
programs offered vary in length and can range
from a semester to an entire summer.
If a student would like to travel to a
location not currently offered by the Office of
International Affairs, students can work with
representatives from the office to plan a trip to
the location of their choosing. Representatives

will work with the student to find an accredited
university in their requested area, and the Office
of Risk Management will monitor the location
for any threats to a student’s safety.
In addition to study abroad programs, NSU
also offers faculty-led travel study programs. To
participate in faculty-led travel study, a student
may register for specific courses offered by
the university and will be required to travel to
another country to supplement course material.
Parra said studying abroad gives you a
more global view of the world, and employers
nowadays are looking for that.
“It teaches you a lot and helps you mature,”
said Parra.
All professors who offer faculty-led travel
study opportunities will also be present to meet
with students and discuss upcoming travel
programs. Opportunities for scholarships and
financial aid will also be highlighted during the
event.
For more information on the Study Abroad
Fair, please contact Alejandra Parra at 954-2627240 or email aleparra@nova.edu.
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Free hands-only CPR
In honor of World Heart Day, NSU and the
Florida Department of Health in Broward County
will offer free CPR instruction lessons to NSU
students, faculty, employees and the general public
on Sept. 29 from 9 to 11 a.m. and from 3 to 4 p.m.
in the University Park Plaza, Room 104. For more
information or to sign up, call 954-213-0607 or
email robert.lamendola@flhealth.gov. Walk-ins will
be accepted if space permits.
Live2Lead tickets
NSU’s Pan Student Government Association
will host the Live2Lead event in the Rose and Alfred
Miniaci Performing Arts Center on Oct. 9 from
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The event will include a live
leadership conference featuring John C. Maxwell,
Patrick Lencioni, Valerie Burton and Kevin Turner.
The event is free for NSU students, faculty and staff,
but seats are limited. Tickets will be distributed for
students on Sept. 28 and for staff on Oct. 5 in the
Office of Student Activities. For more information,
contact William Faulkner at wfaulkne@nova.edu.
Purchase your tickets for Halloween Horror
Nights
The Office of Student Events and Activities
will offer Halloween Horror Nights tickets on Oct.
5 at 12 p.m. for $55. The trip will be on Oct. 18
and transportation will be provided. Students can
purchase tickets at the Student Activities Office;
Shark Cards are required. For more information,
contact Natalie Moreau at nm721@nova.edu.
Fall dance workshop
Join the University School students and other
local dancers in a dance workshop from Oct. 10
to 11 from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the University
School Epstein Center for the Arts. The workshop
offers dancers an opportunity to take classes
with world-renowned choreographers and dance
instructors. Dance styles featured in the workshop
include tap, ballet, contemporary, jazz, improve,
dance, theatre and partnering. Tickets to all eight
classes are $50 and can be purchased online at
secure.touchnet.net/C21175_ustores/web/product_
detail.jsp?PRODUCTID=3994. For additional
information, contact Toranika Washington at
tw531@nova.edu.
Honors students earn recognition
NSU faculty and administration joined
President George Hanbury on Sept. 16 to celebrate
NSU’s newest honors students at the fall 2015
Honors banquet. 10 students received the First
Week in Honors Scholarship from Don Rosenblum,
dean of Farquhar Honors College, for receiving two
letters of recommendation from faculty members
during the first week of school.
New laundry machine installation
The Office of Residential Life and Housing
will install new washers and dryers in the residence
halls. With the new installation, the laundry rooms
will be closed on the following dates and times:
Cultural Living Center fourth floor on Oct. 1 from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Cultural Living Center second
floor on Oct. 6 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Other residence
halls’ washers and dryers were already installed
earlier in the week.
Road closure on campus
Sections of Perimeter Road will be closed
from Sept. 28 to Nov. 13 between the Commons
parking gate and College Avenue, and from Nov. 13
to Jan. 6 between CLC and the Commons parking
gates. During these times, students will still have
access into the parking lots. Alternate routes are
available. For more information, contact the Office
of Residential Life and Housing at 954-262-7052 or
at reslife@ nova.edu.

Registration is now open for the 2015 Shark
Shuffle
Registration is open for NSU’s Annual Shark
Shuffle 5K run and walk, which will take place on
Oct. 11. NSU students are eligible to win a $500
cash prize for finishing Registration is $12 for
NSU students, staff and their families and $20 for
community members. Runners of all experience
levels are invited to participate. To register, visit rec.
nova.edu.
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that time i...
discovered wigs
By: Roddia Paul

About ten months, three hair dyes, 48 perms
and three haircuts ago, I decided I wanted to cut
my damaged hair off and regrow it in its natural
state. As my hairdresser raised the scissors to my
head, I shed a tear for my hair as it plummeted to
the ground. Surprisingly, the more my hair piled
up, the more excited I became. I had this vision
of Halle Berry meets Anne Hathaway, and no
one could tell me that my new short ‘do was not
the bomb-dot-com. The stylist announced she
was done and spun me around in my chair. As I
looked up, I laid my eyes upon what looked like
Samuel L. Jackson. Immediately, I thought this
had to be a prank. OK, Ashton, you can come
out now.
On top of it all, she had the audacity to
tell me I looked good. “How do you like it?”
she asked. I quickly responded with, “Is there
anything else you can do?” She then proceeded
to wash my hair. Some conditioner here, a
little moose there and voila! I still looked like
crap. I left the salon, and the whole ride home,
my mom gave me the “It-looks-terrible” stare
as she reassured me it did not look that bad. I
went through two whole months feeling shy
and insecure. Not only was my neck cold, but I

also could not get used to having such little hair.
Although my hair had grown since the dreadful
chop, and it had even begun to grow on my
mom, I was not convinced.
It was then that my mom and Tina entered
my room. I looked jealously down at Tina and
admired her luscious curls, slim frame and
busty physique. She was the epitome of a man’s
dream, and here she was, standing boldly in my
room. I latched to her like a flea to dog. Tina was
my wig. Yes, I said it. My wig. Also known as
“Old Faithful.” Before I knew it, Tina and I were
doing everything together. We went swimming
and on dinner dates—and even the occasional
Netflix binge. Her presence was building my
confidence and providing protection all at once.
When I was with Tina, I was no longer Roddia. I
was fearless Tina Turner.
Tina was so faithful that she even helped
me get through my first-day-on-the-new-job
jitters. “You’ll be great,” Tina told me, lightly
touching my cheek. Before I knew it, my third
week of the job came, and my co-worker and
I were sharing front desk stories. Leaning back
in my chair, I began to tell her about an article I
was writing for the school newspaper, when all

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM R. PAUL
Roddia is a sophomore psychology major.

of a sudden cool air ran across the center of my
head. In disbelief, I reached up to find a Tinaless head. I quickly grabbed Tina up and put her
back on my head, upside down and backwards,
of course. Just then, the elevator door opened,
and a swarm of employees approached the front
desk. Still holding on to my wig, I greeted them
all kindly. Holding my fake smile until the last
person left to his destination, I turned and looked
at my coworker. As she looked back at me, we
both busted into uncontrollable laughter. Old
Faithful had given up on me.
Maybe it was one too many all-nighters
or workouts at the gym, but she spoke her last

words without warning. I fixed her just enough
so that she could survive the rest of my shift, but
later that night, I put Tina to rest. “Here Lies Old
Faithful, Friend, Confidant and Wig,” read her
headstone.
My experience with wigs taught me that
there’s nothing wrong with wanting to change
your look. Everybody gets bored with their hair
eventually. At first, that’s all Tina was—the
opportunity for me to try a new look. But along
the way, I forgot the best look of all: the natural
me. Tina, may she rest in peace, was fun while
she lasted, but I think it’s time I embrace my
own hair, naps and all.
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What type of studier are you?

By: April Coan

My name is April Coan and I am an
Academic Success Coach and the Assistant
Director at the Office of Undergraduate Student
Success. Throughout the fall semester, I will
be offering tips and suggestions in The Current
which will focus on topics like success in college
and taking advantage of the unique opportunities
available at NSU.
After graduating from high school in Texas,
I joined the United States Marine Corps. I spent
five years in the military, where I learned a lot
about leadership and management and had
some amazing experiences. I also found the
time to earn a graduate degree from Boston
University. Eventually, I left the military and
took up roots in South Florida. I now work in
the field of higher education and would like to
share with you some valuable information that
I’ve learned along the way.
Studying is a lot like driving. Everyone
has a unique way of doing it, and everyone
thinks they’re good at it, even when they’re not.
With that said, some study types are far more
effective than others. Generally speaking, there
are four types of studiers: planners, crammers,
social butterflies and procrastinators. Most of us
fit into more than one category, but, hopefully,
we all aspire to be planners. Read the study-type
descriptions below, and discover how you can
improve your study habits for your next exam.

The Planner
You’re a study Jedi and are the most
disciplined of all the study types. You view
studying as a marathon, not a sprint to the finish
line. Instead of studying at the last minute,
you study several hours a week in order to
retain information and maintain your study
routine. You’re extremely organized and write
down all important test dates and deadlines
in your planner as soon as you receive your
syllabus. Also, whenever you have difficulty
understanding class material, you make time
in your busy schedule to attend study groups,
tutoring sessions and professors’ office hours.
The Crammer
You’re a confident thrill-seeker and the
Evel Knievel of all study types. You’re smart
and typically rely on your natural abilities
to do well in class. You also plan all your
heavy-duty studying for late-night cramming
sessions before a big test because you love the
adrenaline rush and feel that pressure keeps you
focused. Needless to say, your favorite beverage
is anything with caffeine. Unfortunately,
cramming may not always help you retain longterm information or earn the awesome grades
you want. If you’re a crammer, you may want
to adjust your study habits to a more gradual
approach by studying a little every week instead
of leaving all your studying to the last minute.

The Social Butterfly
You’re friendly and chatty. People love
you, and you have lots of friends. However,
your social life typically gets in the way of other
important things in your life, like homework,
reading and studying. Instead of studying
effectively, you often find yourself distracted by
Facebook, phone calls or text messages. Your
penchant for socializing also bleeds into your
study groups. Unfortunately, you have the bad
habit of turning an effective study group into an
otherwise ineffective gossip session. If you’re
a social butterfly (and you know who you are),
stay focused on the study, topic and avoid study
group conversations that can lead you down the
slippery slope of chatting. Also, free yourself of
distractions by turning off your phone.
The Procrastinator
“I’ll do it later” is your modus operandi.
Your habits are very similar to the crammer
but often less disciplined. You have the habit of
seeking short-term fun over long-term rewards
and usually tell yourself you’ll study tomorrow.
The problem is tomorrow never comes. Since
you’ve developed a habit of pushing things aside,
you’ve also developed a pattern of forgetting
important dates, deadlines and assignments.
If you fit this description, discipline is the key
to your success. Build positive study habits by
keeping a student planner and jotting down
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As an Academic Success Coach, Coan provides tips for
students on how to make the most of their undergraduate
experiences.

important test dates and deadlines. Also, create a
weekly study routine, and reward yourself every
time you stick to your weekly study schedule.
To master the art of studying, improve your
study habits a little each week. Regardless of
what type of studier you are, with a little bit of
effort, it’s always possible to change your habits
to study more effectively and achieve your
academic goals.

Secret life of an NSU Professor: Dr. Myron Burns

By: Brittany Santana

Most students only get to see one side of
their professors—the professional one presented
inside the classroom. Secret life is about really
getting to know the faculty members of NSU. We
want to know more about the individual standing
behind the podium or sitting behind the desk.
College isn’t just for homework; it’s about getting
to know the people who impact our lives, and this
is the first step.
Most students know Dr. Myron Burns for
his unique teaching style and in-depth knowledge
in the psychology field, but what most students
don’t about him is his love for travel.
Burns, with a doctorate in counseling
psychology from Tennessee State University,
serves as an associate professor in the College
of Psychology, teaching classes to undergraduate
and graduate students.
Burns has a long history of fascination with
traveling. He said it’s a hobby of his to go to
foreign places and explore its history, learn the
culture and discover its beauty. He has traveled
all over the U.S., as well as to Canada, the
Bahamas, the Dominican Republic and Puerto
Rico. Last summer, he traveled to Colombia for
the first time and visited the city of Medellin.
“I had the summer off from teaching and
wanted to make the most of it and go on an
adventure,” Burns said.
He chose Colombia because he had some
friends who had visited before and had an
amazing experience.
“For six weeks, I stayed in an apartment in
the outskirts of the city near locals and residents,
in order to really experience Colombian culture
and heritage “I wanted to find out first-hand what
it was like to live and be among the natives.”

In the first weeks of his stay in the city, Burns
said it was a frightening experience. Shopping in
the grocery store was a bit of challenge when
it came to finding food and supplies. He had
to quickly adapt to the change in culture and
language in order to relate and communicate
with others in the city. Being that only a small
percentage of the people spoke English, speaking
Spanish was required for him to survive during
his visit.
“I spoke enough Spanish to get by and
expressed my basic needs and wants, especially
at the grocery stores and restaurants,” Burns said.
In Medellin, he visited several tourist spots,
such as Plaza Botero and the Metro Cable Ride
Tour. In addition, he visited the local historic
chapels and cathedrals. Burns wanted to gain
a vast knowledge and understanding of the
language, food, traditions, values and people in
the region.
“Every day was an adventure for me. After
the second week of my stay there, the discomfort
I experienced at the beginning of my trip quickly
turned into comfort in this new environment,” he
said.
He approached many of the locals and
natives and had simple conversations with them.
He said that it was easy for him to approach
people because of his keen sense of character
and that the people he crossed paths with were
cordial, helpful and engaging.
“They kind of figured I was a tourist and
wanted to make sure I had a good time,” he said.
“I also became friends with some of the locals,
and I still keep in touch with them today.”
He also said that the modern transportation
and malls stood out to him, but what truly

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM M. BURNS
Associate Professor in the College of Psychology Dr. Myron Burns at Botero Park in Medellin, Colombia.

impressed him was the culture.
“The people were genuinely warm, friendly
and hospitable,” he said. “I’m pleased with the
decision I made to travel to Medellin.”
Twenty years ago, Burns said the trip wasn’t
possible due to dangerous circumstances in the
area, but because of the governments’ strides in
making it a safer place, this was a much better
time to visit.
Burns said that the culture and language
barriers were the biggest challenges he faced
but that challenges aren’t necessarily a negative
circumstance.
“Sometimes, experiencing and dealing
with some challenging circumstances can bring
positive outcomes for individuals if they stick

with them and go through them,” he said. “You
will eventually learn and gain knowledge that
will help you to become more of a resilient
person.”
What Burns once referred to at the beginning
of his stay as a “frightening experience” turned
into one of the best experiences of his life. It
forced him to learn, grow and think of things
from another perspective, and he thinks that he is
a better person for it now.
“I came back from the trip refreshed,
with a different perspective and more of an
understanding of the Medellin culture,” Burns
said. “The people I met and the memories I created
made this trip an unforgettable experience.”
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DM sliding 101

Sliding in
The most important part of sliding into the
DMs is, as the name implies, the “slide in.” There
are many individuals who write a message, but
for some reason never press send.
Veronica Bordes, senior biology major,
said, “I never slide in first. I feel like a guy should
man up and talk to the girl if he’s interested. A
female shouldn’t be the first one to slide in.”

Initiating the slide
You can’t always wait for the other person
to slide first, and it’s beneficial to know how to
initiate the slide.
If you don’t know how, that’s alright. First,
you must test the waters. Knowing where you
stand can help you formulate your battle plan.
If you are on Instagram, then like his or her
pictures. If you are on Twitter, then favorite
his or her tweets. If you are on Facebook, then
like his or her posts. Give all his or her posts
your attention, not just the “thirst traps,” or
provocative pictures with muscles, cleavage or
bikinis.
In fact, avoid the thirst traps. You are not
thirsty. Liking thirst traps is the quickest way to
get sidelined. The person will say, “Oh, you’re
thirsty” and tell his or her friends that you “only
want one thing.”
After giving him or her attention, pay
attention to his or her response. If you get a few
likes or favorites back, just ignore them. The
worst mistake is to assume that you are in there
or that the person has any interest in you at all.
He or she may be interested, but don’t let that
go to your head; that is the absolute worst thing
you can do. Go into the DMs like you’re a guest;
don’t go in cocky or arrogant because you can
be kicked out.

This won’t be true for all females out there.
Margarita
Lovinska,
sophomore
mathematics major, said, “I always slide into
guys DMs when I see something that I like, and
I do not hesitate to approach people online.”

Your attitude while in the DMs
Having spoken to a few guys around NSU’s
campus, the consensus is that you must enter the
DMs not too aggressively, but not too softly.
Otherwise, you can end up in the friend zone,

College presents promising opportunities
to build a relationship with someone. Maybe
it’s the girl that sits three people to your left,
or someone you met at an NSU event. When
you want to get to know that person, Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook can be your best friend.
Once upon a time, the only way to meet
someone was to go up to him or her and say
“Hello,” but the game has changed. Most of the
time, people spend their time in public looking
at their phones, but if your DM (direct message)
game is strong, then the odds are actually in
your favor. Urban Dictionary defines sliding into
the DMs as “when you send a direct message
to someone on twitter, Instagram or Facebook
confidently and smoothly.” This can be for any
reason. Maybe you just want to be friends, or
you’re trying to flirt. Regardless of your purpose,
here’s how to slide into the DMs effectively.

Post-grad life: Get your foot in
the door now
By: Tiffany Smith
Unfortunately, it’s no longer sufficient to
enter the work force brandishing only a diploma
with your name. The real world seeks qualified
graduates who have a wealth of knowledge,
valued skills and, most of all, the ability to hit
the ground running. In this respect, a degree by
itself is not sufficient to prepare students for the
workforce. It requires your input.
According to CNBC, as of June 2015, the
average cost of attending a private university
is $42,500 per year, while public universities
average $19,000. With the desperation to settle
into a comfortable job, or the aspiration to
become the next Bill Gates, students cling to
their student loans to finance their future—a
future that attempts to bypass the 7.2 percent
unemployment rate for recent college graduates.
So the question is: what can you do to get your
foot through the door?
Address your skillset. According to the
Washington Post, most students enter college
with a deficit in knowledge, and upon graduation
four years later, 40 percent lack complex
reasoning skills. It seems effortless to slip into
the lifestyle of striving for the “easy A,” but in
the process, you may overlook opportunities to
develop reasoning and analytical skills, which
are produced inside the classroom and refined
through hands on application. A shortage of
such skills can be partly attributed to curriculum.
If a class is too easy or too far removed from
your interests, it is normal to adopt an air of
inattentiveness. To minimize this outcome, it’s
imperative that you evaluate your major choice
in depth.
Don’t accept defeat. When you’re tested
with a difficult course, rise up to the challenge.
Don’t make the mistake of cowering under the
pressure. The confidence and positive mindset
you develop in the process are invaluable.
Attitudes like these are not just instrumental in
the workplace, they are also instrumental in life.
The absence of critical qualities in university
graduates is clearly visible. Most notably, the
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need to develop communication is a common
problem that is often cited. Simple tasks, such
as sending an email, can speak volumes about
your personality to peers, faculty and employers.
BBC News dubs it the “millennial symptom”
that has been heightened by the intense use of
social media. Owning a degree should mean that
you possess writing etiquette and the ability to
articulate your thoughts.
Dare to venture outside of your comfort
zone. Emilio Lorenzo, assistant director of
Career Advisement from the Office of Career
Development, said, “You are using your degree
to leverage yourself.”
Imagine university as a piece of property
that you invest in to raise its value. In essence,
it’s your gateway to success with opportunities
that exist in the form of internships, volunteer
work, academic projects and leadership roles.
Take a trip to the Office of Career
Development. Career advisers bridge the gap
between students and employers, providing
insight into skills employers seek and
opportunities you should exploit.
Emily Tasca, a career adviser, said, “There
are skills that students may not even realize they
are missing.”
University is the opportunity for students
to find the right balance. There are a number of
support services to assist in the process, such as
the Office of Student Success. It is also essential
for students to get involved on campus and build
a network they can use to gain additional skills.
Sarah Watson, senior psychology major,
said, “Transitioning into the work force can
be intimidating, despite its perks. It’s during
your time at university when you develop time
management, professionalism and the ability to
cope with stress.”
Obtaining a degree is not what prepares
you for life after graduation. Before you’re
thrown into the real world, make adjustments
and take opportunities to enhance your skill sets
so you can ensure the utmost success.

which is when a person keeps you as a friend
and will not see you as anything more, ever.
Jason Houck, sophomore criminal justice
major, said people should show slight interest
right away by using emojis or being affectionate
and saying “good morning.”
Stephanie de la Guarda, sophomore
biology major, agreed and said, “They should
show romantic interest in a respectful way if
they know you’re single”
Send a message that’s short and simple. Just
say hello or send a “How are you?” or even a “Hi,
where are you from?” The conversation should
be like a beautiful, classical song. It should
start soft, build and become more complex.
The pacing should be smooth, expressive and
develop a cadence. Any sign of “thirst” early on,
and most people will shut you down.
Divya James, freshman biology major,
said, “Keep it short. Don’t be too personal, at
first. Be a gentleman or be funny. Don’t be a
creep.”
With that being said, sometimes you will
not get a response. Half of the time, it’s not your
fault. Sometimes it’s because the person doesn’t
use Twitter or Instagram anymore. Or maybe he
or she just forgot to respond. Sometimes, people
get so many DMs that you’ll get overlooked. If
this happens, stay strong.
There is a percentage of the population
who just won’t respond. They may think they
are perfect and won’t respond unless they know
you get straight A’s, drive a BMW or have a six
pack/pretty face. It’s probably for the best that
they didn’t respond anyway.

Once you’re in, you have to get out
After you have successfully entered the
DMs, there is only one thing left to do: get out.
Your endgame is never to stay in the DMs. You
must get a phone number because it is more
personal. Texts or calls are usually prioritized
over Facebook or Twitter messages. A phone
number means the person trusts you with his or
her contact information and wants to talk to you.
If you stay in the DMs, the person will think you
are not interested, and he or she will slowly lose
interest in you. So, get the number.
Congratulations, once you receive the
number, you have successfully slid into and out
of the DMs. What do you do next? Continue to
talk to him or her. Ask to hang out. You can even
put in some work and ask to go on a date.
With the ratio of women to men on NSUs
main campus, the odds are in guys’ favor. The
DMs are a magical wonderland with infinite
possibilities for everyone, so slide in with
confidence.
Congratulations, once you receive the
number, you have successfully slid into and out
of the DMs. What do you do next? Continue to
talk to him or her. Ask to hang out. You can even
put in some work and ask to go on a date.
With the ratio of women to men on NSUs
main campus, the odds are in guys’ favor. The
DMs are a magical wonderland with infinite
possibilities for everyone, so slide in with
confidence.
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Learn a latte about coffee

By: Jazmyn Brown
Besides water, alcohol, soda, juice and tea,
coffee is one of the most consumed beverages
on the planet. It goes without saying that some
people can’t live without it, but do coffee lovers
really know that much about it, besides its
seemingly loving way of erasing exhaustion,
its dark and seductive taste and the numerous
ways in which it is served? Here’s a breakdown
of the history, benefits and unusual uses of the
universally loved coffee bean.
Historical grounds—coffee in antiquity
Coffee was introduced between the 10th
and 15th centuries CE. According to The Atlantic
online magazine, coffee was first mentioned in
the 10th century by a Persian physician. The
BBC credits the earliest proven instance of
coffee drinking and familiarity with the coffee
tree to the Sufi monasteries in Yemen in the 15th
century. According to Eagle Coffee Company, in
1511, orthodox imams in Mecca banned coffee
because of its stimulating properties, but the ban
was overturned by an Ottoman Turkish sultan in
1524.
The National Coffee Association (NCA)
said that by the 16th century, coffee had spread
eastward to the Horn of Africa and northward
to the Middle East, Turkey and northern Africa,
and it eventually reached Italy and the rest of
Europe in the 17th century. It was brought to
the Americas by the Dutch in the 18th century,
according to PBS’s The History Kitchen.
Some cultures offer their own stories
about coffee’s origin. The NCA explained the
legendary tale of coffee’s Ethiopian roots:
when Ethiopian shepherds noticed that their
sheep danced after eating coffee berries, they
discovered coffee’s caffeinating effect. Another
story, according to Jacu Coffee Roastery, is that
a Sufi mystic in Ethiopia noticed that some birds
were full of energy. He tried the berries that the
birds had eaten, and he gained the same energy.

It’s likely that coffee is the nectar of the
gods. With all of its benefits, it’s hard to argue
that coffee isn’t worth its August consumer price
index (CPI) of about $4.80 per pound, according
to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. So drink
up, coffee-enthusiasts. Pound for pound, coffee’s
rich flavor and history, health benefits and cool
uses make it one of the wonders of the universe.

Espresso facts about java

PHOTO TAKEN BY J. BROWN
The history of coffee is almost as delectable as the taste.

Coffee’s perks—the pros of coffee
Besides keeping you awake—and mostly
refreshed so you can stake out an all-nighter—
coffee is really good for you. Although
numerous studies have conflicting results as to
whether there is a relationship between coffee
and coronary heart disease, the Huffington Post
said that drinking three to five cups of coffee a
day can actually reduce your risk of having a
heart attack.
Research done by the University of
Birmingham in the United Kingdom showed
that although coffee does have a mild diuretic
effect, it has no effect on hydration.
Harvard Medical School reported that
coffee is rich in antioxidants, which are necessary
for heart health, and that it may prevent cancer
and diabetes. Their study showed that those who
drink coffee regularly are 50 percent less likely
to get cancer and diabetes than those who don’t,
and that regular consumers also reduce their
chances of passing gallstones.

drink it—dripped/filtered, French-pressed or
percolated. There are countless different brews
or versions of coffee, from espressos to café con
leche to iced to decaf. But there are also some
hidden uses.
•Sunset.com, an online guide to home,
travel, gardening and more, said to use coffee
grounds in your garden for your compost pile or
as fertilizer. It’s a great way to get the most out
of your coffee and be environmentally friendly.
•Reader’s Digest said coffee grounds can
also be used to keep unwanted animals like cats
and dogs out of your yard. Sprinkle them around
your flowers, garden or entire yard to keep pesky
animals out.
•Instructables.com has directions for a
coffee-scented air freshener. Put the strong and
aromatic scent of freshly ground coffee to use in
this do-it-yourself project.
Coffee filters also have plenty of helpful
uses. POPSUGAR Smart Living recommended
that a few drops of fabric softener on a coffee
filter makes the perfect homemade dryer sheet
in a pinch. Real Simple Home and Lifestyle
Network said to use coffee filters to line the
bottom of your plant pots to reduce leakage.

Bean there, done that—the different uses of
coffee
The most obvious way to use coffee is to

OUR FUNDS
HAVE A RECORD
LIKE A BROKEN RECORD.
TIAA-CREF: Lipper’s Best Overall Large Fund Company
three years in a row. For the first time ever. How?
Our disciplined investment strategy aims to produce
competitive risk-adjusted returns that create long-term
value for you. Just what you’d expect from a company
that’s created to serve and built to perform.
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Learn more about our unprecedented, award-winning
performance at TIAA.org/Perform
BUILT TO PERFORM.
CREATED TO SERVE.

•Coffee is slightly acidic.
•Coffee is grown in more than 70 countries.
•In North America, coffee is grown in Mexico,
Hawaii and Puerto Rico.
•Coffee beans are seeds from the fruit of the
Coffea plant.
•Behind petroleum, coffee is the world’s
second-most valuable traded good.
•Out of over 100 species of coffee, there
are two main strains: robusta and arabica.
Robusta has a bitter or burnt taste and has
more caffeine that Arabica. Arabica has
almost twice the amount of sugar content.

Top exporters of coffee
•Brazil
•Vietnam
•Colombia
•Indonesia
•Ethiopia

Top inexpensive brands of coffee, according
to smartasset.com:
•Eight O’Clock Coffee
•Chock Full O’ Nuts
•Folgers
•Maxwell House
•Dunkin Donuts
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of three years’ Consistent Return for
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ended 11/30/12, 11/30/13, and
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and 2014 with at least five equity, five
bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios.
Past performance does not guarantee
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Investors Services, Inc., and Nuveen
Securities, LLC, members FINRA and
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©2015 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association of America– College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF),
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
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risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Go to
tiaa-cref.org for product and
fund prospectuses that contain
this and other information.
Read carefully before investing.
TIAA-CREF funds are subject to
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Movie Show Times: September 1-30, 2015
Phone: (954) 262-2602, Email: sharktv@nova.edu, www.nova.edu/sharksunitedtv
2015

1:30 AM

3:30 AM

6:00 AM

8:00 AM

10:30 AM

12:30 PM

3:00 PM

5:00 PM

7:30 PM

9:30 PM

11:30 PM

Sept. 1

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Sept. 2

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Aloha

Sept. 3

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Sept. 4

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Sept. 5

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Sept. 6

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Unfriended

Sept. 7

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Vendetta

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Sept. 8

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Vendetta

Selena

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Aloha

Sept. 9

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Vendetta

Selena

Unfriended

The Silver Linings
Playbook

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Sept. 10

Adult Beginners

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Vendetta

Selena

Unfriended

The Silver Linings
Playbook

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Sept. 11

Vendetta

Selena

Unfriended

The Silver Linings
Playbook

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Sept. 12

Unfriended

The Silver Linings
Playbook

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Unfriended

Sept. 13

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Sept. 14

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Aloha

Sept. 15

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Sept. 16

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Sept. 17

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Sept. 18

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Unfriended

Sept. 19

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Vendetta

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Sept. 20

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Vendetta

Selena

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Aloha

Sept. 21

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Vendetta

Selena

Unfriended

The Silver Linings
Playbook

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Sept. 22

Adult Beginners

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Vendetta

Selena

Unfriended

The Silver Linings
Playbook

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Sept. 23

Vendetta

Selena

Unfriended

The Silver Linings
Playbook

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Sept. 24

Unfriended

The Silver Linings
Playbook

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Unfriended

Sept. 25

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Eat Pray Love

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Sept. 26

Aloha

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

The Divergent
Series Insurgent

Aloha

Sept. 27

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Selena

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Sept. 28

Adult Beginners

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Sept. 29

Vendetta

Eat Pray Love

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Sept. 30

Unfriended

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

The Divergent Series
Insurgent

Selena

Aloha

The Silver Linings
Playbook

Paul Blart: Mall
Cop 2

Eat Pray Love

Adult Beginners

Vendetta

Unfriended

Don’t forget to check out last month’s movies On-Demand through https: //www.nova.edu/portal/sutv/
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SPORTSSHORTS

ON
DECK

Women’s Soccer
The women’s team won their match
against Embry-Riddle on Sept.
23 with a final score of 2-0. This
game is marked as the team’s third
consecutive win. Freshman Emily
Stearns scored both goals, the first
with an assist by senior Sierra Lelii.

Men’s Soccer
Men’s Soccer
vs. Saint Leo
University
Saint Leo, Florida
Oct. 10, 7 p.m.

Men’s Soccer
The men’s team also won their
match against Embry-Riddle with a
final score of 2-1. Freshman Nate
Bladecki and senior Stefano Fanfoni
scored the goals, respectively.

Women’s Soccer
vs. Webber
International
University
Babson Park,
Florida
Oct. 6, 3 p.m.

Men’s Golf
On Sept. 22, the men’s team tied for
second place at the National Preview
Fall Intercollegiate, alongside Barry
University. Both teams finished the
match with a total of 857.

By: Randa Djabri
@RNDranda1
NSU graduates in many different fields
have proved that they are able to make their
dreams come true. This list recognizes some
famous alumni that flourished from NSU’s
baseball field, golf courses and the tennis court.
J.D. Martinez: MLB All-star
Julio Daniel “J. D.” Martinez, former
baseball Shark, is now a Major League Baseball
right fielder for the Detroit Tigers. Martinez
previously played in the MLB for the Houston
Astros, where he hit his first home run ever.
What many people don’t know is that Martinez
was drafted out of Flanagan High School in
2006 by the Minnesota Twins, but he ended up
going to college and attending NSU, where he
was a two-time All-Sunshine State Conference
baseball player from 2007 to 2009. Martinez
was inducted into NSU’s hall of fame last year
for becoming the first player drafted out of NSU
to debut in major league baseball. Playing for
the Tigers, Martinez became the first Tiger to hit
three home runs and have six runs batted in after
Carlos Peña in 2003. The former NSU baseball
standout was named an American League All-

Men’s and Women’s
Cross Country
Disney Classic
Orlando, Florida
Oct. 10, 8 a.m.

Men’s and Women’s
Golf
Guy Harvey
Invitational
Palm Beach
Gardens, Florida
Oct. 12-13, all day

Volleyball
vs. Saint Leo
University
Dade City, Florida
Oct. 9, 7 p.m.

vs. Saint Leo
University
NSU Soccer
Complex
Oct. 17, 7 p.m.

Sharks in the pros
Star and the AL Player of the Week last July.
Mike Fiers: Astros starting pitcher
Michael Bruce Fiers, another former
baseball Shark, is now a professional pitcher
for the Houston Astros. Before attending NSU,
Fiers attended the University of Cumberlands
for one year after transferring out of Broward
College. Fiers previously played in the MLB
for the Milwaukee Brewers and was selected by
them in the 2009 MLB draft. Last July, Fiers was
traded by the Brewers to the Astros. In his third
start for the Astros last month, Fiers pitched a
no-hitter against the Los Angeles Dodgers, the
Astro’s 11th no-hitter in history. This game
became twice as important for Fiers because
it was also his first complete game as a major
league pitcher.
Miles Mikolas: Yomiuri Giants pitcher
Miles Tice Mikolas, the “Lizard King”
and former Shark pitcher, is now a professional
pitcher for the Yomiuri Giants of Japan. Mikolas
became the “Lizard King” after he ate a lizard
and posted the video on YouTube. Mikolas
played in the MLB for the San Diego Padres

after they obtained him in the 2009 draft, and
then he was traded to the Pittsburgh Pirates after
the 2013 season. During the 2013 offseason,
Mikolas went to the Rangers in a trade with the
Pirates. In Japan, Mikolas is married to Lauren
Mikolas, who has become very popular in Japan
for her fashion and support of her husband.
Carlos Asuaje: Boston Red Sox top-25
prospect
Carlos Asuaje, Venezuelan infielder for the
Boston Red Sox is yet another former baseball
Shark. Asuaje was selected by the Red Sox in
the 2013 MLB draft out of NSU and plays for
the minor league baseball affiliated with the
Boston Red Sox. As a Shark, Asuaje was named
Sunshine State Conference Freshman of the
Year in 2011 and Co-Player of the Year in 2012.
Asuaje was the only player in the Sox minors
system to collect 100 or more RBIs and was
fourth in home runs. Asuaje currently plays as
the Red Sox’s number 24 prospect.
Sandra Changkija: LPGA golfer
Sandra Changkija, a former Shark golfer,

enjoyed a successful collegiate golfing career in
which she was a four-time NGCAA Division II
Player of the Year and was the 2011 Sunshine
State Conference Female Athlete of the Year
with a total of 16 wins. Chanhkija turned
professional in 2011 and qualified for the LPGA
Tour on her first attempt. That same year, she
competed in the Symetra Tour, where she tied
for fifth at the South Shore Championship and
the Vidalia Championship. In 2013, Changkija
recorded a career-best tie for ninth finish at the
Safeway Classic Presented by Coca-Cola.
Taylor Collins: Winner of Big Break Mexico
Taylor Collins, another former Shark
golfer, was an individual medalist at the 2011
NCAA Division II National Championship
and a five-time winner at NSU. Collins turned
professional immediately following graduation
and participated in the Symetra Tour for the
2012 season. In her third event in 2012, she
finished in fourth place. Collins became a Big
Break Mexico Champion in 2014, making her
the first female on the Golf Channel’s reality TV
program to defeat a male in an 18-hole final.
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Athlete of the Week: Hunter O’Mahony
By: Randa Djabri
@RNDranda1
Growing up with the clutter of golf clubs
and golf balls, Hunter O’Mahony began playing
golf when he was 2 years old.
“I have three older brothers and an older
sister, and I grew up watching them play golf,”
said O’Mahony, senior business administration
major and sports management minor.
Not only is one of O’Mahony’s brothers,
Greg O’Mahony, a former shark and member of
NSU men’s golf team, but he was also inducted
in NSU’s hall of fame.
“My older brother [Greg] is my role
model. He always helps me with my golf swing
and always tells me what do to get better,”
O’Mahony said.
A Tequesta, Florida native, O’Mahony
played four years of golf at Jupiter High School,
where he was the recipient of the First Team
All-Palm Beach award and the All-County and
All-Region awards his senior year. He was also
a 2011 All-American and qualified for the 2012
U.S. Amateur Tournament. One of O’Mahony’s
many accomplishments in high school serves as
one of his most memorable moments playing
golf.
“That was when I won the 2011 Florida
State Junior Championship,” said O’Mahony.
“That moment, along with winning the
championship with the team last year, are my
top two moments.”
Following in his brother’s footsteps,
O’Mahony joined NSU’s men’s golf team.
He started his golf career as a Shark with an
11th place finish at the Brickyard Crossing.
O’Mahony finished the spring season of his
freshman year nationally-ranked number 11 and
finished 11th overall at the NCAA Division II
National Championships.
As a sophomore, O’Mahony started off the
fall season by finishing eighth at the Guy Harvey
Invitational, an event in which he started a string

of four events where he placed eighth or better.
He started the spring season that year tying for
the Sharks’ best finish, third, in a team victory at
the Armstrong Pirates Invitational.
I recently got the chance to meet O’Mahony
and ask him some questions.
Since your brother was inducted in the NSU
hall of fame, do you feel that there’s more
pressure on you to do better because of that?
“I wouldn’t say it’s more pressure, but it’s
something that I want to do as well. I think it
would be pretty interesting to have two brothers
in the same school’s hall of fame. It’s definitely
a target for me and an ‘I-have-to-make-a-namefor-myself’ kind of thing. My brother was part
of the reason why our golf team is the way it is
today back when he started here.”
What are your goals after graduating?
“I’m going to stay amateur for the summer
and more than likely turn pro in August or
September of next year. I want to go to PGA
Tour-Q School.”
Are you planning on utilizing your degree
any time soon?
“Hopefully, no. I’m sticking with golf
for now. I hope to be playing golf on TV. I’m
actually starting an internship soon with the
Florida Panthers, so I do have a little bit of a fallback plan. I can always use my degree, but the
ultimate goal is to play golf on TV.”
What are your thoughts on Coach Jamison
getting the best coach in south Florida
award?
“He definitely worked hard for it. I mean,
he’s always helping us whenever we need him,
and he’s always the first one on the golf course.
He’s always the first one to message us and ask if
we needed help on the side. I’ve had many golf
coaches in my career and through high school,
and he’s definitely the hardest working one. I’m

ON THE BENCH:

To gamble or not to
gamble
By: Trent Strafaci
Third and goal from the six-yard line. The
Broncos are going to score. But wait, I don’t
want Emmanuel Sanders to score because I
have Demaryius Thomas on my fantasy team.
I, like the 33 million other people who watch
football religiously, don’t root 100 percent for
the home team because of fantasy football.
There are two things wrong with fantasy
football. It has destroyed my fanatical loyalty
to the Dolphins, and it brings up the question
of whether or not fantasy football is gambling.
Let’s address the loyalty point first. Last
year, when I went to the Dolphins-Patriots
game, I had tight end Rob Gronkowski on
my team, so I wanted him to score more than
I wanted the Dolphins to win—even though
I am a diehard Dolphin fan who hates the
Patriots. Fantasy football generates a lot of
attention and has increased the popularity
of the game, but it has limited the amount of
fan loyalty. The enthusiasm is there but for
the wrong reasons. More people are checking
their phones for individual players’ stats than
watching the action. I, too, am a victim of the
same “fantasy” disease.
The second question is, “Is fantasy
football gambling?” Of course, it is. The NCAA
has banned student-athletes from participating
in any fantasy league for any fantasy sport. I
completely understand the NCAA’s ban and
remember vividly that one of my favorite
baseball players, Pete Rose, was banned from

MLB and has never been allowed in the Hall
of Fame because of gambling. Some fans
have advanced the idea that the NCAA could
set up policing policies to determine which
fantasy leagues are free and which ones do
in fact constitute gambling. What a mess that
would be. It would take a full-time task force
to determine which student-athlete paid $20
to join a league and which ones did not. The
NCAA has made a wise decision for studentathletes.
However, the question is really for the
rest of us. While I am not a gambler, I don’t
understand why people want to limit the fantasy
leagues that charge money. I have heard that
gambling can get out of hand and some people
could conceivably lose a lot of money. That
can be true of anything: a guy who likes Italian
food, eats far too much pasta and ends up with
a weight problem. We cannot protect everyone
from himself or herself. Fantasy football and
its gambling is a victimless crime because no
one is forced to join a league.
Fantasy leagues, particularly football, are
big businesses. Americans spend an estimated
$800 million on fantasy sports media products,
so the fantasy leagues are not going anywhere.
Whether it is gambling or not does not make a
lot of difference. It is here to stay.
I could write volumes more, but right
now, I need to make a trade.

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM M. GALLNER
O’Mahony is senior sports management major and member of the men’s golf team.

not just saying that because I’m biased, but he
really does put the team first and it’s awesome.”
What would you say was the best part
of last season other than winning the
championship?
“In years past, our team chemistry hasn’t
been as good, and the results showed up last year
when we were really close as a team and helping
each other out, and that’s what makes the team
as good as it is. So I would say just watching that
all come together and watching our golf team
flourish at the right time.”
What’s your most memorable moment as a
golf player?
“Last winter break when I played a
tournament. I played the Broward Amateur, and
I made a double eagle on the fifth hole in the
second round.”
Do you have any personal goals this season?
“I kind of set a goal over the summer that
I want to make the Palmer Cup team, which is
like a Ryder Cup for college students. I think
it would be really cool to make the team as a
senior.”

How would you describe your relationship
with your teammates and your coach?
“I think we’re one big family. We’re
always hanging out together, and we’re always
practicing together because we all get along
really well, which is the reason why we’re a
really good team. I mean, our coach Ryan is like
our father. He’s always looking out for us, and
he’s always doing what’s best for us.”
What motivates you the most?
“My sophomore year, we lost in the finals
to Barry University, and that kind of made
my blood boil. We’re obviously a pretty good
team. So that’s a big factor in motivating me.
I wouldn’t say having my brother in the hall
of fame does the same thing, but it’s kind of
definitely something to keep me on my toes.”
Do you have any pre-match rituals?
“I used to mark my golf ball the same way,
but now I switch it up depending on how well I
play. If I have pizza the night before, and I do
really well, then I’ll eat pizza again.”

OUT OF THE SHARKZONE
Hall of Fame catcher,
Yogi Berra, dies at age
90
Former New York Yankees
catcher Yogi Berra died
of natural causes on
Sept. 22. Berra won 10
World Series Titles with
the Yankees and was
inducted into the National
Baseball Hall of Fame in
1972.

Hospital Foundation.
Subban is one of the
highest-payed NHL
players, and holds an
eight-year contract with
the Canadiens worth over
$72 million. According
to the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation,
this donation is the largest
ever made by a sports
figure in Canadian history.

Pirates’ rookie
undergoes leg surgery
Pittsburgh Pirates
shortstop Jung Ho Kang
is out with a broken left
leg and torn MCL. Both
injuries were sustained
during a game against the
Chicago Cubs. Kang was
immediately taken to the
hospital and underwent
surgery. The Pirates
have placed Kang on the
disabled list, and he is
expected to be out for six
to eight months.

NFL coach avoids
assault charges
Ohio prosecutors have
decided to not pursue
assault charges against
Cleveland Browns
offensive line coach
Andy Moeller. 51-year-old
Moeller has been under
investigation for allegedly
strangling his fiancée
on Sept. 5. Moeller

NHL forward donates
$10 million to Canadian
hospital
Montreal Canadiens
defenseman P.K. Subban
donated $10 million to
the Montreal Children’s

is currently facing an
indefinite suspension from
the NFL.
Chancellor returns to
the Seahawks
After missing the first two
games of the season,
Kam Chancellor returned
to the Seattle Seahawks
on Sept. 23. Chancellor
signed a $28 million fouryear contract extension in
2013 but wanted Seattle
to restructure his contract
for the 2015-2016 season.
Seattle ultimately refused,
and Chancellor lost
approximately $2 million
from missed games.
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By: Amanda Kaplan

The daily grind

Coffee is a language spoken with flat white
passion amongst caffeine-lovers. In college,
the words “Starbucks” and “Dunkin Donuts”
are often thrown around to members of the
cappuccino clan, but college students seem to
forget there are an abundance of other places
known for their delicious and original coffee.
When we are in a rush and need to quickly get a
burst of caffeine, we don’t think about branching
out and trying new places. Instead, the familiar
aromas of easy-brew coffee spark our interest
and beckon us with their quick ability to get
the job done. But there will come a day when
you are tired of drive-through coffee and want
a drink that will fill your heart with au lait of
warmth and love as you sip your brew. Below
is a list of five coffee houses in South Florida
to check out when you can’t espresso what you
want.
Your Big Picture Café
This coffee shop is just around the corner
from NSU and is designed to be about you,
the customer. The café as a place where people
can feel comfortable, safe and calm and allows
customers to take a step back and see how all
of the little pieces of life fit together. They
offer coffee, teas, herbs, food, books, gifts and
live music gifts. The café offers workshops
and classes in things like yoga, reiki training,
wellness therapy and supplemental body care.
It’s also open late, which is certainly beneficial
to college students, particularly with midterms
coming up. If you’re looking for a home away
from home to relax and drink coffee, this is the
place for you.
The Groves Coffee House
The Groves is only five minutes from
campus, serves breakfast items and opens at 6:30
a.m., making it the perfect place to go for early
morning coffee runs before class. It’s also a great
place to grab a quick bite to eat during lunch,
with its long menu of sandwiches, salads and
wraps to accompany their coffee, tea and shakes.
If you’re craving a chicken Cuban sandwich and
a snickerdoodle frozen Frappuccino at the same
time, The Groves is definitely the place to go.

By: Juan David Salazar
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Warsaw Coffee Company
This new and modern coffee house just
opened this March after owners Scott Ojeda
and Blasie McMackin decided they wanted to
change the coffee community in South Florida.
Their mission is to serve the best specialty
coffee, and they roast coffee and bake pastries in
house daily. Warsaw promises to carefully craft
each cup to preserve the quality from seed to sip.
The menu contains a variety of unique items,
like affogatos—ice cream espresso floats, brie,
honey and apple bruschettas, jojo tea and dulce
de leche eclairs. If you are into specialty coffee
drinks, trendy locations and an Instagramworthy pastries, this is definitely the spot to be.
Undergrounds Coffeehaus
Undergrounds Coffeehaus is a hip rec room
for adults. It is part coffee shop, part library and
part art gallery. There are tons of books to read
and games to play; customers spend their nights
playing board games on their balcony while
sipping delicious java. They offer a signature
coffee called the Aileen Special, named after its
owner, and it is a personalized drink prepared
after the barista asks you a series of drink
questions. The atmosphere feels like a best
friend’s living room, complete with dozens of
coffees, teas, desserts and their famous tator-tots.
Undergrounds even offers classes in dance and
yoga on a weekly basis. If you want somewhere
to go somewhere at night to just chill with your
friends and have some great coffee, this place is
your best bet.
Panther Coffee
Husband and wife Joel and Leticia Pollock
are co-owners of Panther Coffee. They source
their beans from El Salvador, Honduras,
Colombia, Kenya and Ethiopia. Panther’s goal
is to roast and prepare the finest coffees in the
world, so it takes many steps to brew their coffee,
including vacuum pot pour-overs, French press
and drip-brewing. Panther has poetry nights
and live music and also serves pastries. Panther
Coffee recently placed 8th in USA TODAY’s list
of top 20 coffee shops in America. If you want
to try a coffee house that has top-notch java in a
trendy atmosphere, Panther Coffee is your go-to
shop.

Food Truck Invasion
@Plantation Heritage Park
Your Big Picture Café

5-9:30 PM

Address: 5935 S. University Drive
Davie, Florida 33328
Hours of operation:
Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m.
to 9 p.m., Friday from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
Saturday from 9 a.m. to11 p.m. and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

SEPT 29

The Groves Coffee House

SEPT 30

Address: 5660 Griffin Road
Davie, Florida 33314
Hours of operation:
Monday through Saturday from 6 a.m. to 5
p.m. and
Sunday from 7 a.m. to -3 p.m.

MiamiComedy.com Wednesday Night Live
@Flamingo Bar Theater

8 PM

Alt-J
@Bayfront Park Ampitheater

9 PM
Collective Soul
@Revolution Live

7 PM

Warsaw Coffee Company
Address: 815 NE 13th Street
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304
Hours of operation: Monday through
Saturday: 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sunday
from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

OCT 1
Oddball Comedy Fest
@Perfect Vodka
Amphitheatre

5 PM

Undergrounds Coffeehaus
Address: 3020 N Federal Highway #5A
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33306
Hours of operation:
Monday through Thursday from 12 p.m. to
11:30 p.m., Friday through Saturday from 12
p.m. to 1 a.m. and Sunday from 4 p.m. to
11:30 p.m.

Panther Coffee
Address: Wynwood 2390 NW. Second Ave.
Miami, Florida 33127 (there are also two
other locations in Miami)
Hours of operation:
Monday through Saturday from7 a.m. to 9
p.m. and
Sunday from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

2015 World Wizard Comic
Con
@Broward County
Convention Center

7 PM

OCT 2
Eats N’ Beats
@Pine Trails Park Amphitheatre
Oktoberfest Party in the
Garden
@Jaco Pastorius Park

5 PM

OCT 3

Frenzy: Eighth Annual Faculty Exhibition

On Sept 15, the College of Arts, Humanities
and Social Sciences celebrated the opening of
Frenzy, their Eighth Annual Faculty Exhibition
in the Performance and Visual Arts Wing in
the Don Taft University Center in Gallery 217,
which will remain open until Oct 13.
The faculty exhibition is an open event that
goes on annually and displays several works
of art created by NSU professors and adjunct
instructors, including Veronique Cote, Tennille
Shuster, Zachary Ordonez, Lucas Hollar and
Linda Payne.
Lucas Hollar, assistant professor of public
health in the college of osteopathic medicine,
displayed his piece “Intentionality” and said his
piece tries to capture in an image the random
and consequential evolution of the universe and
world.
“I am always moved by the existential
absurdity of existence and the ways in which
personkind does and doesn’t behave in
purposeful ways within an indifferent universe
or world, the opportunities for and the ways
in which personkind can co-evolve with the
universe or world and the consequences and
experiences of personkind’s efforts to inject
purposefulness and intentionality into the
universe or world,” he said.
An amazing feature of Hollar’s painting is
his “collaboration with the elements of sun, rain

COURTESY OF JD SALAZAR
LEFT: “Intentionality” by Assistant Professor of Public Health Lucas Hollar
UP: “Killjoy Swirl (King Kong)” and “Here My Pretty (Snow White)” by Vising
Professor and Multidisciplinary Studio Artist Véronique Côté

and ground,” which created many of the cracks
and effects of his painting which he then altered.
Véronique Côté, visiting professor and
multidisciplinary studio artist, is displaying
many of her works, including “The Screed of
Democracy,” “Killjoy Swirl (King Kong),”
and “Here My Pretty (Snow White).” Her two
pop-culture paintings, “King Kong” and “Snow

White,” are a part of a larger series entitled
“Punching Cattle on a Jackrabbit.”
“The ‘Punching Cattle’ works are sketches
of American culture as viewed by a foreigner,
for whom the mixture of traditionalism,
corporate dominion, indoctrination and pop
culture that shape American heritage is a truly
surreal experience,” Côté said. “Just as fairy

tales, America has the ability to be wondrous,
beautiful, scary and ridiculous all at the same
time. Set in her pink surroundings, Snow White
doesn’t bite a poisoned apple; she devours the
birds that flock around her.”
For more information on upcoming shows
or gallery hours, contact the Performing and
Visual Arts Box Office at 954-262-7620.
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SOUNDBITE
Prom King by Skylar Spence

By: Marie Ontivero

“Prom King” by Skylar Spence is out now.

Interested in independent music, emerging
artists and new album releases? DJ Marie,
music director at Radio X, will keep you updated
every week in The Current on what’s new in the
world of music. You can catch her on Monday
nights from 6 to 9 p.m. on 88.5FM, bringing you
new music you’re sure to love.
Warning: “Prom King” will make you
dance like that stereotypical looney-bin at a
red light. This album is full of eleven happygo-lucky tunes worth bopping your head to
including a few instrumental songs that are
remix-worthy. The lyrics are fun and catchy, and
I assure you that you’ll have the choruses down
by the first spin―that’s how phenomenal Skylar

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM M. ONTIVERO

Spence is. Formerly known as Saint Pepsi,
Skylar Spence (Ryan DeRobertis) has released
multiple albums; however, “Prom King” is
Skylar Spence’s first commercial release under
this new name. Fun fact: the name is actually a
song title from a Saint Pepsi album. Simply put,
Skylar Spence is a cheery, electro-pop artist and
definitely something that’ll just make anyone―
even the grumpiest―dance a little. You can
catch Skylar Spence at the Bardot in Miami on
Nov. 20.
Favorite tracks: “Fiona Coyne,” “Affairs,”
and “I Can’t Be Your Superman”
Perfect if you like: Foster The People and
Passion Pit

Local food spots for your
By: Faren Rajkumar
inner health nut
@Current_Faren
Whether you’re on a new diet kick, a
lifelong vegan or just looking to cut some
unwanted fats and sugars from your diet, you
don’t have to rely solely on the options in Shark
Dining for your healthy meals. The number
of vegetarian, vegan and organic food joints
in South Florida is greater than the number of
blueberries in a smoothie from JuiceBlendz.
Sublime
Vegan food doesn’t have to look or taste
like rabbit food. Sublime has turning simple
vegetables into rich dishes down to an art.
Sublime’s menu is full of purely vegan dishes,
many of which are organic, and includes
contemporary versions of classic dishes like
quiche, ravioli and enchiladas, as well as unique
dishes you won’t find anywhere else. Their most
famous appetizer is the cauliflower “frito misto,”
which is savory bits of cauliflower lightly fried
and drizzled with sweet and spicy chili sauce.
You can even satisfy your meat cravings with
their “soybean meat” substitutes, such as the
“Sublime Picatta” entrée, a seitan cutlet in a
rich lemon caper sauce with braised spinach
and mashed potatoes. Their dishes are hearty,
artful and classy, just like the atmosphere of the
restaurant itself.
Pizza Fusion
Eating healthy can be good for the Earth
and not just your body. This pizza joint has
an environmental focus, from its organic
ingredients to its earth-friendly packaging and
utensils. Their fresh pies feature vegetables and
cheese in hearty and delicious combinations.
Their menu includes everything from a “Very
Vegan” pizza, which has 100 percent non-dairy
mozzarella cheese, to a “The Founders Pie,”
topped with free-range chicken, onion and four
types of cheese. Substitute vegan soy cheese can
be ordered on any pizza, and all of their sauces
and pizza crusts are vegan. Their pizzas are great
in the restaurant or to-go, and they even make
deliveries via hybrid cars.
Myapapaya Juicery + Kitchen
If you’re looking for something refreshing

to quench your thirst, look no further than
Myapapaya. Their house-pressed juices are
made in their counter-service café, and their
countless flavors satisfy everyone from simple
juice-lovers and those on steadfast juice
cleanses. They also make fresh salads, soups
of the day and sandwiches like falafel pitas,
portobello wraps and avocado toast. Myapapaya
is located conveniently across from the Galleria
Mall, so it’s the perfect place to rejuvenate after
a day of shopping.
Woodlands
If eating the same simple flavors of raw
fruits and vegetables gets tiresome, then try
something new and exotic at Woodlands Indian
Cuisine. Their traditional South Indian food
features plenty of spices and ingredients in
rich and delicious combinations―all without a
single piece of meat. Every dish can be ordered
at the level of spice that your tongue can handle,
and some of them are even vegan. They have
popular dishes such as chana masala or aloo
gobi and some unique items like dosas, which
are Indian crepes stuffed with vegetables.
Woodlands also has a daily lunch buffet to help
you get more flavor out of your dollar.
Green Wave Cafe
Organic, raw and vegan are the buzz words
of the health-conscious culinary world, and
Green Wave café has the right to use them all.
Their raw ingredients are pure and hardly altered
by cooking processes, and they still somehow
create unique flavor combinations, like a burrito
wrap, pizza and even a Pad Thai. The Vegan
Cheese Burger is their most popular item, and
every entrée comes with a soup or salad. It’s a
refreshing way to enjoy something nutritious,
earthy and delicious.
Vegetables may be humble ingredients, but
they don’t have to taste that way. There are so
many local restaurants serving up vegetarian,
vegan and organic options that will get you off
campus and digging into something equally
delicious and healthy.

Staff Picks: Starbucks or Dunkin Donuts?
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By: The Current Staff
It’s the polarizing question that almost
every student must face for their early morning
commutes and coffee cravings. It’s the question
that destroys bonds and ruins friendships among
coffee-lovers. “Do you prefer Starbucks or
Dunkin Donuts?” Members of the Current Staff
bravely defended their preferences and you can,
too. Tweet at @TheCurrentNSU with a picture
of your favorite drink and indicate if you’re
#TeamStarbucks or #TeamDunkinDonuts.
Li Cohen, co-editor-in-chief, says
STARBUCKS
Starbucks is definitely my go-to. While
Dunkin Donuts is equally delicious, the
environment is just not the same. There’s
nothing I love more than curling up at Starbucks
table with a good book and a hot chai tea or
vanilla latte. The atmosphere is vibrant enough
to make me excited to pay a visit, yet it’s calm
enough for me to enjoy my books, write or just
have a nice conversation with a friend. Plus,
there’s Starbuck’s infamous game of “How
many different ways can you spell a name?”
Jazmyn Brown, copy editor, says
STARBUCKS
I live at Starbucks. I have stock in
Starbucks. Well, neither are true, but I visit
Starbucks daily. The baristas are quick, usually
friendly and, besides the fact that they never
spell my name right, my drinks are deliciously
perfect. If I’m in the mood for something hot,
a hot caramel or toffee nut latte is my drink
of choice. If I want something cold, I pick my
poison and get an iced caramel frappe. I’ve also

Sublime

1431 N Federal Highway
Fort Lauderdale 33304
Hours of operation: Monday
through Sunday from 5:30-10 p.m.
Price range: $20 and under

Pizza Fusion

1013 N Federal Highway
Fort Lauderdale 33304
Hours of operation: Monday
through Friday from 11 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Saturday through Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Price range: About $10 per pizza

Myapapaya Juicery +
Kitchen

1040 Bayview Drive, Suite 100
Fort Lauderdale 33304
Hours of operation: Monday
through Saturday from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m.
Price range: $15-30

Woodlands

4816 N University Drive
Lauderhill 33351
Hours of operation: Monday
through Saturday from 11:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. and
Sunday from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
and 5 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Price range: $15-30

Green Wave Cafe

5221 W Broward Blvd.
Plantation 33317
Hours of operation: Monday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Sunday from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Price range: $15-30

been tempted into buying mugs and tumblers
from Starbucks, and my current favorite mug
sports the café’s logo. It always smells good at
Starbucks; from the moment I walk in craving
a drink, to the moment I walk out holding my
coffee in my hands, going to Starbucks like a trip
to heaven—which I know has caffeine.
Alyssa DiMaria, news editor, says
DUNKIN DONUTS
First off, you don’t have to sell a kidney
in order to purchase a simple cup of coffee at
Dunkin. Starbucks has become infamous for its
wildly expensive drinks, and the taste doesn’t
even redeem the price. Starbucks roasts their
beans until they’re burnt, whereas Dunkin
actually roasts them until they taste, you know,
roasted. Also, Dunkin’s donuts are heavenly―
the fluffy circles of perfection melt in your
mouth. Starbucks’ pastries always seem stale.
Fun fact: Dunkin has bakers in the store who
make your treats right there, whereas Starbucks
has theirs shipped in. If Dunkin were a person,
its personality would be humble, whereas
Starbucks would be conceited. What is the point
of having fancy names for the simple small,
medium and large? And if you pronounce the
decorative names wrong, it seems like the barista
gives an eye roll and then purposely writes your
name wrong. Coffee lovers, save yourself from
stuck-up Starbucks, and grab yourself an honest
cup of joe from Dunkin.
Faren Rajkumar, opinions editor, says
STARBUCKS
I usually prefer to make my tea and coffee
at home, but when I’m in a rush, I always go
to Starbucks rather than Dunkin’ Donuts. I get
the same drink every time: an unsweetened iced
green tea soy latte. It sounds like an elite and
very snooty off-menu beverage, and maybe it
is, but it’s the only thing I can’t make quickly
at home and also would never find at Dunkin’
Donuts. I love the refreshing chill of the
soymilk, the slightly smoky flavor of the matcha
tea powder, and I pretend to not love the looks I
get as I walk around with my bright green drink
in its tall clear cup. I couldn’t have that effect if I
went to Dunkin’ Donuts, of course.
Destinee A. Hughes, arts & entertainment
editor, says
STARBUCKS
This would be such a difficult decision if I
was a coffee person. I like teas, they’re soothing,
sweet and overall a healthier option. I get to add
my daily doses of vitamins, and I enjoy my quiet
time sipping silently. However, if I had to choose
between the two, I would certainly go with
Starbucks. Not because the coffee taste better,
but because of its excellent marketing skills.
Walking around with a Starbucks cup is much
more chic than a Dunkin Donut cup. This doesn’t
take away from the fact that Starbucks has an
average menu and are highly overpriced, and
Dunkin Donuts has cold donuts, which defeats
the whole purpose of being a donut franchise, in
my opinion. So with that being said, I’d prefer a
nice detoxing tea with a hot Krispy Kreme donut
on the side.
Roddia Paul, contributing writer of the week,
says
DUNKIN DONUTS
I’ll be honest; I used to be head-over-heels
for a caramel frappe with extra whip cream and
a side of red velvet cupcake from Starbucks.
No one but my wallet could convince me that
I needed rehab. Ten dollars for coffee and a
mini cupcake, I think not. My mom was the
one who introduced me D.D., better known
as Delightfully Delicious. She knew my love
for caramel and turned me on to their caramel
iced coffee, of course with extra whip cream. I
was sold! The fact that I could get a breakfast
combo for almost half the price of my coffee and
snack at Starbucks made my stomach full and
my wallet happy. You can find me in the line at
Dunkin Donuts reciting my usual request for a
caramel iced coffee with extra whip cream and
two plain donuts, please.
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Seriously Kidding
a satire column

Small Mississippi town enforces townwide uniform
By: Nicole Cocuy
The city council of Oldnewtownsburg,
Miss. voted unanimously in support of a bill that
will require every citizen and visitor of the town
to wear a government-issued uniform.
Dadeville, Ala. issued a similar city
ordinance last week that outlawed saggy pants,
short skirts and short shorts. The city council
of Oldnewtownsburg admits that they were
inspired by the Alabama ordinance, but they
didn’t think the law went far enough.
Oldnewtownsburg City Councilor Hank
Dickens said, “I like the idea of making sure
our girls stay classy and our boys don’t look
like hooligans, but outlawing only a couple
articles of clothing is ineffective, and updating
the law every so often to include new styles is
too difficult. Why not take it a step further? The
best way to solve the dire issue of the citizens’
inappropriate taste of clothing is to issue a
mandatory uniform.”
The Oldnewtownsburg uniform offers a
wide variety of trendy options to choose from.
Men can pair long pants or cargo shorts with
short sleeve or long sleeve polos. Women can
select long, floor-length skirts, wide-legged
pants or, if they’re feeling a bit adventurous,
loose-fitting Bermuda shorts. All polos will
be available in red, white and blue to foster a
stronger, more universal sense of patriotism.
“We live in a country that values
individuality and personal freedom, and
those values are very important to us,” said
Dickens. “For this reason, citizens are free to
express themselves with different shoes and
accessories.”
Dickens explained that the purpose of this
new legislation is to prevent crime and create a
happier, safer and more wholesome society.
“One in every six women is a victim of
rape. We care about the safety of our female
citizens and aim to lower that statistic by
addressing the source of the problem: trashy
and revealing outfits,” said Dickens. “Also,

considering most organized and violent crime is
committed in denim and t-shirts, it only makes
sense to outlaw them.”
In
addition
to
the
uniform,
Oldnewtownsburg will also add a new division
to their police force. The new officers, the
fashion police, will be in charge of enforcing this
new law. The fashion police will walk around
with rulers and verify that shorts are no shorter
than exactly one inch below the knee, and they
will issue citations for any violation of the townwide uniform.
Surveys conducted by town officials
indicate that the town-wide uniform is heavily
supported by parents and the elderly community,
but youths argue that the law goes too far.
“I think this law is creepy, and I don’t
think the government should have the right
to tell me what to wear,” argued 22-year-old
Ashley Jensen. “If I want to wear jeans, shorts
or something revealing, I should ultimately
be allowed to express myself. I don’t need a
uniform to feel protected because it doesn’t have
any impact on my safety.”
48-year-old father of three George
Campbell disagrees and stated that while we all
reserve the right to be ourselves, we can only do
so as long as it applies to what society deems as
acceptable.
“The government reserves the right to
verify that we aren’t breaking social codes
and grossing people out and making people
feel unsafe,” Campbell said. “Visible knee
caps, obvious figures and casual attire violate
everyone else’s right to feel comfortable in
public. If this bothers you, quit being selfish,
and cover up.”
Charges for breaking this law are
punishable by a $500 fine or up to five years in
jail, just a small price to pay for the safety, health
and happiness of the rest of its citizens.
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Salinger to his biopic producers: “Don’t
even mention them to me”
By: Jenna Kopec
I first read “The Catcher in the Rye” four
years ago.
Back then, I would have done anything to
see a biopic about its author, J. D. Salinger. I
would have loved to have learned everything
about him. It’s not like I could call him up on
the phone, like the infamous character Holden
Caulfield talks about in the book. So why not
gain some knowledge on him by watching it on
the big screen?
But with that said, if you ask me to go
watch Nicholas Hoult act out the early years
of Salinger’s life in the upcoming “Rebel in
the Rye,” I’m going to turn you down. What I
understand now, which I didn’t understand four
years ago, is that Salinger would have never
wanted a movie about himself to be made and
shown to the world.
As one of the most successful authors of the
twentieth century, Salinger’s biography is not a
secret. As a society, we already know a ton about
him. Even someone who slept through most of
their English classes will still know something
about the man. More than likely, they’ll know how
much Salinger despised being in the spotlight. He
hated publicity so much that his last published
work was in 1965 and his last interview, which
were few and far between, was in the early 1980s.
Maybe it was because of this that we usually
refer to him as a recluse and an eccentric, making
him more marketable for the media. The less
someone wants to be looked at, the more society
tends to look at them; that’s just part of human
nature. But Salinger was the type of author who
wanted his work to speak for itself, rather than
have to speak for his work. He once told a fan that
even though he poses so many questions in his

novel, he doesn’t “pretend to know the answers.”
I think that’s why he hid from the public
eye. He said what he wanted to say, and we all
just kept asking for more.
In a way, it feels like “Rebel in the Rye” is
a replacement for the movie adaptation of “The
Catcher in the Rye” that will probably never exist.
Salinger never wanted a film adaptation, but it’s
common knowledge that he himself closely
resembled Holden Caulfield, the central character
of the novel. They shared the same background,
many life experiences and a hatred for movies.
Many fans and literary buffs view getting to
know Holden as getting to know Salinger. But we
only get to know Holden through words, so that’s
the same way we should know his creator.
“Rebel in the Rye” isn’t a bad idea from a
business standpoint. I’m sure a lot of people are
going to enjoy it, and I’m sure it will make a lot
of money for everyone involved. But that doesn’t
make it okay. And that certainly doesn’t make it
smart. We’re always going to want more from
this story, from Salinger, from Holden, but where
we look for more is what matters.
“Catcher in the Rye” changes each time you
read it. Four years ago, I read it and thought it
was amazing that there was someone out there
who felt as fed up as I did. Two years ago, when
I read it again, I fell in love with the language
of the novel; I learned that there was a lot to be
said about what isn’t said. Next time, I’m sure I’ll
learn something else.
So if society wants to learn more about one
of its favorite authors, why use a medium we
know he’d disapprove of? Why not turn to his
body of work? It might have a lot more to say
without being asked.

Miss America is more than just
a beauty pageant
By: Amanda Kaplan
@Current_Amanda
“This is a scholarship program, not a
beauty pageant,” said Kathy Morningside in the
hit movie “Miss Congeniality.” The funny part
about this quote is that it’s true.
Many people believe that Miss America is
all about beauty and big hair. These do play a
part, but only a very small fraction of the final
score is actually based on contestants’ physical
beauty.
A couple of weeks ago, when Miss America
aired on television, millions of people tuned in
to watch the girls strut in their bikinis or mess
up their on-stage questions. But what many
viewers didn’t realize is that these girls have
been preparing for this live show for months.
Unlike other pageant organizations, the
Miss America Organization is one of the world’s
largest providers of scholarship assistance
for young women. The organization has
made available millions of dollars in cash and
scholarship assistance to all contestants on local,
state and national levels. They want women to
be able to achieve their higher education goals
while achieving their dreams.
Miss America also works hand-in-hand
with the Children’s Miracle Network, raising
thousands of dollars every year. That is their
national platform. Each contestant also has a
platform that they are passionate about and
promote during their reign. Platforms can range
from healthy body image to domestic violence to
pediatric cancer. These women raise thousands
of dollars for their selected platforms every year.
The Miss America Class of 2016 included
52 girls from across the country. They made
various appearances, attended events, worked
with charities and competed in the preliminary
part of the competition. They each competed
in a private interview with the preliminary
judges, which included talent, swimsuit and

fitness rounds and an on-stage question. The
private interview is worth 25 percent of their
preliminary score, while the swimsuit round is
only worth 15 percent. In the interviews, judges
ask them various questions about themselves,
their platform and current events. All of the
girls spend hours studying current events and
going through mock-interviews to prepare for
the judges questions. They need to know what
is going on around the world and be able to
represent the country with brains and integrity.
With all of this mind, I think it’s safe to
say that these girls are smart. They have to be.
All viewers see is two rushed hours of the girl’s
competition on national television. I mean,
I would be nervous being on stage in front of
millions of people, too. Wouldn’t you? To
stumble on a question or start off your song a
little shaky is only normal.
Just because these girls wear a crown and
a sash does not make them better than other
people. They are still human, and they are not
perfect. Television sometimes depicts these
women as dumb or confused, but I believe it is
the spotlight. All eyes on them and 20 seconds to
answer, there are bound to be some unusual and
seemingly thoughtless responses.
Just because of pageant stereotypes, we
shouldn’t forget the other meanings behind
winning “the crown.” Being Miss America is
an all-around package of being fit and healthy,
talented, intelligent, selfless and passionate.
There is so much more behind each and every
woman on that stage. Next year, when the Miss
America pageant is on, we should try to put
ourselves in their high-heels and realize it is
not a reality television show but a real group
of women trying to win a crown to help their
country and promote their platform.
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You just can’t “shake her off”

By: Jenna Kopec
Whether you like it or not, you can’t avoid
her; Taylor Swift is everywhere.
At 25, Swift has created an empire that
most people twice her age could never even
dream of. However, despite her influence, she’s
still a pretty polarizing figure. When “Bad
Blood” comes on the radio, there’s usually only
one of two reactions: squeals of glee or groans
of agony. I, of course, am one of the squealers,
but I understand that T-Sweezy isn’t everyone’s
cup of tea. But, what I can’t comprehend is the
relentless hate and criticism thrown at her.
Even if you cringed the first time you heard
“Love Story,” or if the “Wildest Dreams” video
makes your blood boil, let’s still give credit
where credit is due. Swift is more than just a
name on the top 40 charts. She’s a role model for
young girls and a true poet.
Swift released her first album when she was
16 years old. I don’t know about you, but when
I was 16, learning how to use makeup was the
biggest thing I had going on. Debuting an album
and launching a career at such a young age is
no joke. In fact, many other stars who started
their careers at a young age end up crashing
during early adulthood. Look at Justin Bieber or
Britney Spears, for example. We’ve yet to see
a disaster from Swift. Instead, for much of her
early career and even today, she’s branded with
a squeaky clean reputation.
That’s not to say that she hasn’t had bumps

By: Roddia Paul
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in the road or never made any mistakes—she
has. Take a look at her love life, for example.
Swift has had her fair share of heartbreaks, many
of which were with some very high-profile men.
It’s hard enough trying to navigate the land of
love for a normal person, but Swift has to do it
under the scrutiny of society. As an artist, she
copes the best way she knows how: through
her craft, which has caused accusations that she
“uses” men to write hits. Of course, that isn’t
true; her music addresses a wide array of topics.
“The Best Day” is a song that pays homage
to her mother, “Mean” is about standing up
to bullying, “Never Grow Up” reflects on the
desire to stay young, “Lucky One” chronicles
being eaten away by fame, “Welcome To New
York” is a shout out to the city that never sleeps,
and “Ronan” was written for a boy who died of
cancer.
Swift, like countless celebrities before her,
is merely trying to thrive in a lifestyle most of
us will never experience. The difference is
that she owns up to her missteps and embraces
her difficulties. Swift has apologized when
offending others either through her work or
through her words.
Take the argument she had with Nicki
Minaj on Twitter in July. It was Swift who
misunderstood and apologized. She’s also
forgiven those who have wronged her. Her
song “Innocent” addresses the Kanye West

fiasco at the 2009 Video Music Awards. She has
chosen to define herself rather than have others
define her, a sentiment we see in songs like the
satirical “Blank Space” and “Shake It Off.” In
a society highlighting feuds and meltdowns,
breeding judgment and insecurity, it’s refreshing
for young people to have a figure who doesn’t
necessarily fit that mold. Swift is able to show
youth, especially girls, that they can make
mistakes and still be successful. They can be
different and still proud. They can be talked
about and not be defined.
Having said this, it’s easy to see why Swift
has such a fantastic fan base, and she doesn’t
take that lightly. Swift is infamous for putting
her fans first. “Sure,” you might say, “she should
put them first. They’re the reason why she’s
successful.” Yet, many celebrities don’t see it
that way.
Let’s face it, stars are almost always going
to have some form of loyal following, whether
they acknowledge them or not. We’ve all heard of
famous figures refusing photographs or standing
up meet-and-greets, and that is well within their
right. Swift, however, has approached fans,
offering pictures, and even taking the time out to
have conversations with people who listen to her
music. She purposefully orchestrated a “behindthe-scenes” interactive for her video “Blank
Space.” That goes far beyond mere appreciation.
Why does she do all this? Maybe it’s part

of expanding her brand. Maybe these aren’t her
ideas at all. Maybe this is all just an act, but I
highly doubt it. Swift pays attention to her fans
because she wants to, because she gains just as
much joy from them as they do from her.
If all of this weren’t true, I would still protest
any shade thrown Swift’s way. Regardless of
history, temperament or the type of music you
prefer, Swift is one of the best lyricists in the
business. As a secondary English education
major, words matter to me. They shouldn’t just
be thrown together lightly and set to a beat.
Music is a form of poetry, after all. Even if she
enlists help, Swift does write all her songs, and
it’s evident that she labors at her craft. Songs
like “All Too Well,” “Back To December” and
“Clean,” to name a few, are perfect examples of
her command of the English language. They’re
lyrics that make you think and wonder while
still hitting home. They’re lyrics I wish I had
written. Anyone can and should appreciate that.
Swift didn’t just stumble into fame; she
worked hard, honing her talents and earning a
spot on top. You don’t have to run out and buy
“1989.” You don’t have to go to her concerts.
You don’t have to be a “Swiftie.” But she
deserves the attention she gets, and she’s proven
herself adaptable and graceful in a turbulent
business. “Long Live” Taylor Swift.

Sinking ships: Escaping the stigma of being single

We live in the age of relationships,
situationships and the occasional “relation” with
no “ship.” So you can only imagine how hard it
is for many young adults to feel confident as that
one “single friend.”
No matter where you go, the aroma of love
is in air, and I might be one of the few who wears
a gas mask for protection. I know that statement
probably came off as the usual “I’m single, and
I don’t need a man” facade that women tend to
put on, but I will explain. Having a companion,
someone who is all yours, is a great feeling that
one day, hopefully, we all will experience.
However, the one thing our generation fails
to take into account is the hard work and time a
healthy relationship takes. No matter how much
two people like each other or are attracted to
each other, they have to be willing to not only
be committed but also to compromise, or the
relationship will fail every time.
People are jumping in and out of
relationships like dating is on the verge of going

out of style. Public service announcement:
dating is not going anywhere. Whether you
believe in the theory of evolution or some more
spiritual explanation for the union of two hearts,
there is someone for everyone. So do not let a
night binging on movies such as “Titanic” and
“A Walk to Remember” get you so down that
you begin looking for a relationship in places
where you should not.
The biggest problem is rushing to date or
letting social media influence your view on being
single. Too often, being single is viewed as a bad
thing, and the only good thing ever associated
with being single is free will. If you ever leave
a relationship, and the first thing you have to
say about your newly single title is now you can
finally do whatever you want, pat yourself on the
back. You just saved yourself from a controlling
relationship. A relationship should never make
you feel like you cannot be yourself or you have
to stop hanging with people and doing things
you love to do. Change is important to grow, but

there is a big difference between stopping bad
habits and being manipulated.
If getting into the wrong relationship is not
bad enough, think about all the stress that comes
with trying to make something work that is not
meant to be.
To all those struggling with dating, having
to force happiness always ends badly. Instead,
let’s all make sure we know who and what
we’re getting into. Our generation is infamous
for the “talking stage.” Let’s use the talking
stage as a way to completely get to know the
person of interest. You should know who they
are as a person and what experiences have
helped shape that person before you make the
decision to fully commit. Of course, there is no
way to completely know someone in only a few
months, but knowing as much as you can will
either seal the deal or become the ultimate deal
breaker.
Being single does not mean you are lonely,
ugly or crazy. Being single just means that

you are single, and no negative connotation is
attached. It is scary to think that someone is
in a relationship with someone because they
do not want to be alone, and, unfortunately in
our generation, that is highly common. When
people ask you why you are single, do not feel
obligated to have a valid justification; there is
more to life than dating. Some people actually
have responsibilities and goals and do not want
the distraction of a relationship, while others
like the thought of being able to hang out with
multiple people versus only one person.
The most common reason for being single
is plain and simple: you might not have found a
working relationship with someone yet. For this
reason, the talking stage tends to last longer than
the actual relationship. Whatever your reason for
being single is, do not let people talk to you into
a relationship or make you feel bad, and most
of all, do not stress it. After all, there are more
important things to worry about, like midterms
and student loans.

What is your most effective studying technique?

SHARK SPEAK

“What I usually do is re-write any
notes I took for that class to refresh
my memory and then reread those
notes about three times.”
- Alexander Cuero, senior
information technology major

“Reading the chapters ahead of
“Reading through the chapters and “Reading my notes a day after I
“Getting in a quiet room alone and
time and using PowerPoints to
re-doing examples.”
take them and memorizing them.”
just reading everything.”
reinforce reading. I make my own
- Anthony Difede, freshman
- Erika Celik, freshman biology
- Jake Anchia, freshman
notes as well.”
computer engineering major
major
business administration major
- Kelsia Cetoute, senior education
and nursing major
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All students should contact the Office of Student Employment Website to apply for these
positions:
http://www.nova.edu/financialaid/employment/how_to_apply.html
Senior Student Assistant-(1139)
Job ID: 5596
Hours: 20 hrs./week to 25 hrs./
week
Rate: $8.25/hour
Provide front desk coverage and
customer service, answer phones,
file, photocopy, help with special
projects and other general office
duties as needed.
Lifestyle Sampler-(JLD236)
Job ID: 5605
Hours: 10 hrs./week to 15 hrs./
week
Rate: $17/hour
Power Crunch is looking to hire
Brand Ambassadors to execute
our Field Marketing program
on a weekly basis. Our Brand
Ambassadors will learn event
management, guerilla marketing,
retail programing and how sales and
marketing integrate to create brand
awareness and drive sales.
Administrative Student
Assistant-(941)
Job ID: 4811
Hours: 25 hrs./week
Rate: $8.50/hour
Answer phones, make orders and
track orders. Schedule appointments.
Deliver items to classrooms.
Staffing of rooms/coverage. Provide
customer services.
Graduate Student/Data Entry
Specialist-(847)
Job ID: 4962
Hours: 25 hrs./week
Rate: $11/hour
Assist the systems team with data
entry functions within the Banner
Student system. Other duties as
assigned.
Graduate Student Assistant(086A)-(MK)
Job ID: 4520
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $11/hour
Assist, answer questions and direct
students to the appropriate area.
Assist with on-going projects within
the department.
Student Assistant-(073)
Job ID: 4512
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8.75/hour
Answer phones, organize front
desk. General office operations.
Be on time and open office at 8:30
a.m. when needed. Answer, respond
and take messages via phone or in
person. Update sports publicity
in accordance to the Marketing
Manager. Report supply or inventory
orders to the Graduate Assistant.
Complete other duties as assigned.
Graduate Student - Injection Lab
Assistant-(HPD267)
Job ID: 5587
Hours: 0 hrs./week to 5 hrs./week
Rate: $10/hour
The student employee will assist
the course instructor(s) with
maintenance of the necessary
equipment in teaching and preparing
optometry students.
Important Note: This student

employee cannot complete hours/
duties during his/her class time.
Responsibilities:
•Check the artificial blood in each
(9) of the artificial arms
•Change the blood every 12 weeks
•Check the injection inventory
each week
•Work with doctor to send out arm
for maintenance
•Check the artificial blood pressure
arm (4) and replace batteries as
needed
•Maintain the injection room
•Organize drawers
•Ensure the disinfection solution is
filled
•Walk the lab for broken lanes/
blown light bulbs
•Prepare the cow eyes to fit into the
holders
•Prepare and sterilize equipment in
heat sterilizer when needed
•Inform doctor when supplies for
the boxes are running low
•Check that batteries are working
in M and S remotes
Razor’s Edge Program
Assistant-(1108)
Job ID: 5450
Hours: 10 hrs./week to 20 hrs./
week
Rate: $8.50/hour
This position is only open to
current Razor’s Edge students
This position will assist with the
various aspects in administering
the Razor’s Edge Leadership
Scholarship program including,
but not limited to: programmatic
support,
assisting
with
the
applications process and oversight
of the Razor’s Edge social media
platforms.
Provide general programmatic
support for the Razor’s Edge
Leadership Scholarship program
•Provide
oversight
for
the
applications process in conjunction
with SLCE/RE staff
•Assist with details related to
Competition Weekend
•Provide oversight of the Razor’s
Edge social media outlets
Other Related Duties
•Answering main office as well as
Razor’s Edge telephone lines
•Assisting with programmatic
mailings
•Other duties as assigned by SLCE
staff
Clinical Research Assistant(HPD256)
Job ID: 5417
Hours: 0 hrs./week to 6 hrs./
week
Rate: $10/hour
Primary Purpose:
Under general supervision, the
Research
Assistant
provides
general
management
(subject
reception, subject scheduling and
data management) and technical
assistance (collecting, processing,
coordinating samples, specimens,
information and data).
Essential Job Functions:
1.Manage
subject
reception/
screening/scheduling;
provide
assistance to clinic staff by
organizing files, projects, data etc.;

provide general management to
keep operations running smoothly.
2.Assist with the execution of
clinical research studies and
programs; work under specific
instructions to assist with routine
tests, experiments and procedures.
3.Collect, process and assist in
the compilation and verification
of research data, samples and/
or specimens (following strict
protocol and detailed instructions).
4.Enter data from forms and
documents into databases and other
documents.
5.Assist
with
routine
data
verification and quality control,
ensuring data integrity and
consistency with prescribed study
protocol.
6.Perform literature searches,
research and overall administrative
assistance.
7.Perform other duties as assigned.
Student Assistant-(679)
Job ID: 4666
Hours: 25 hrs./week
Rate: $9/hour
Provide clerical support and
administrative assistance to the
various administrators.
Administrative Student Assistant
HPD Development-(1107)
Job ID: 5466
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $11/hour
The Student Assistant to the
Development Director of HPD
will be responsible for providing
clerical and administrative support,
including composing draft and final
documents and correspondence;
preparing, distributing and filing
correspondence;
maintaining
a filing system; managing the
calendar; organizing, scheduling
and coordinating meetings.
Provide support for all activities
related to Advancement for
directors of development, Health
Professions Division
1.Prepare material for meetings
with donors/donor prospects.
2.Perform internet job-related
searches.
3.Scan & fax documents. Make
photocopies of documents.
4.Set-up and maintain filing system
of documents.
5.Accurate data entry in Banner,
Ariba and other databases as
required.
6.Deliver or pick up documents at
multiple campus destinations.
7.Process expense reimbursements
and travel request in Ariba.
8.Prepare gift transmittals and other
forms related to Advancement.
9.Make
travel
arrangements
including flights, hotel reservations
and car rental.
10.Arrange meetings, including
venue reservations, refreshments,
preparation
and
distribution
of
handouts,
appropriate
dissemination
of
meeting
information to attendees.
Tutor- (JLD235)
Job ID: 5576
Hours: 10 hrs./week to 20 hrs./

week
Rate: $20/hour
We are seeking qualified tutors
to assist students in the Broward
County area. This is a great position
for a college student or teacher. The
hours are flexible to your schedule.
We pay competitive rates and offer
a pleasant environment to make it a
fun, rewarding experience.
Desktop Computing
Assistant-(039)
Job ID: 4487
Hours: 15 hrs./week to 22 hrs./
week
Rate: $9/hour
Assist
full-time
technicians
with the daily installation and
maintenance and support of
personal computer hardware and
software. Troubleshoot technical
issues relating to faculty and staff
desktops. Assist OIIT logistics in
the pick-up and removal of surplus
equipment.
Lab Monitor-(54)
Job ID: 4499
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8.05/hour
Assist students, faculty and staff
with computer related problems
in the different computer labs and
classrooms.
Student Assistant/Front Office
Staff/Security-(98)
Job ID: 4526
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8.05/hour
Provide customer service support
in the general operations of office
procedures and functions. Create an
environment that is welcoming and
inviting to all residents, students,
staff and the NSU community.
Lifeguard-(165)
Job ID: 4542
Hours: 10 hrs./week to 20 hrs./
week
Rate: $10/hour
Primary Duties:
•Ensure the safety of all swimmers,
patrons and user groups
•Communicate and enforce pool
rules/regulations in a professional
manner
•Provide emergency care and
treatment as required until the
arrival of emergency medical
services
•Maintain
a
professional
appearance and attitude at all
times and carry out a high level of
customer service
•Conduct simple water test to
determine water quality
•Perform various maintenance
duties as directed to maintain a
clean and safe facility
•Assist with the setting up
and breaking down of events/
competitions
•Attend scheduled staff meetings
and in-service trainings
Intramural Sports Official-(224)
Job ID: 4546
Hours: 10 hrs./week to 15 hrs./
week
Rate: $8.05/hour

An Intramural Sports Official shall
serve as a game administrator and
referee to any given sport. The
Official will, to the best of his/her
ability, officiate contests and keep
accurate records of the contests’
scores offered by the Intramural
Sports Program. The official will
have the responsibility of maintaining
orderly conduct on the court/field to
which he/she is assigned.
Field Operations Assistant-(374)
Job ID: 4567
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8.05/hour
Assist the Operations Coordinator
by ensuring fields and facilities are
prepared for home games and events.
Act as a troubleshooter at events by
providing supervision. Also assist
with game management.
Clinical Technology
Assistant-(752)
Job ID: 4700
Hours: 15 hrs./week to 20 hrs./
week
Rate: $9/hour
Assist Technology Engineers in
the office and field to maintain
current NSU technology within
the clinics. Deploy and set up new
computer workstations, printers and
other peripherals. Perform routine
maintenance,
hardware/software
installation and assist in moving
heavy equipment.
Operations Assistant/ Fitness-(781)
Job ID: 4718
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8.05/hour
Promote and enforce all fitness
room policies. Ensure a safe workout environment. Be visible on the
fitness room floor during shift, to
answer questions and provide general
assistance.
•Provide members with assistance
with all cardiovascular, selectorized
and free weight equipment
•Educate members on proper/safe
exercise technique and provide
“spotting” as needed
•Clean
and
maintain
fitness
equipment as scheduled on each shift
•Assist with all Campus Recreation
marketing and program publicity
•Assist with student staff training
•Enforce all fitness center policies
and procedures
•Additional
responsibilities
as
needed
Equipment Room Workstudy (Job
#784)
Job ID: 4720
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $9/hour
Assist in inventory control of NSU
Athletics
equipment.
Maintain
laundry facilities. Assist with setup
for Athletic competitions/practices.
Wash
uniforms/practice
gear,
including folding and storing.
Student Assistant-(802)
Job ID: 4731
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Rate: $8.05/hour
File, take phone messages. Assist
with organizing events.

